This document is intended to walk a new user of the NDI WAVE system through setting
up the system for combined audio/articulometry recording sessions. Many experiments
require a third setup for stimuli presentation. An example of this setup will be addressed in
Appendix A. The main document begins with a listing of the equipment required for such
an experiment.
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Equipment

This setup requires a great deal of equipment, which is listed below:
NDI WAVE machine
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

NDI WAVE field generator
2 System Control Units (SCU)
2 power plugs
1 power bar (6 plugs)
8 System Interface Units (SIU)
9 SIU cables
1 6D palate probe

NDI Wave sensors
• 13 5D sensors
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

bridge of nose
lower lip
upper lip
(optional) far back of tongue
back of tongue
middle of tongue
front of tongue
lower gum
(optional) upper gum
occlusal plane left
occlusal plane right
occlusal plane front
left mastoid
right mastoid

• 1 PC for WAVE control system
– with NDI WaveFront software installed
Positioning items
• 1 chair for participant
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• 1 tripod
• 1 mounting arm
Small items
• 1 jewelers’s screwdriver
• 1 pair dental tweezers
• 1 flat dental glue spatula
Disposable items
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1 roll of paper towel
1 box absorbant dental cotton tubes
box of 70% isupropyl alcohol wipes - small
tube of 70% isupropyl alcohol hand wipes
1 bottle surgical epiglu
1 bottle dry ketac epoxy
1 bottle wet ketac epoxy
1 glass/ceramic flat tray for mixing glue
1 roll 3M transpore tape
1 roll 3M micropore tape
1 box tongue depressors
1 box large powderless latex gloves
– * Ask about latex allergies *

• 1 box medium powderless latex gloves
• 1 box small powderless latex gloves
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Procedure

Below are the detailed procedures for setting up an NDI WAVE articulometry experiment.
They are not intended to replace the WAVE user’s manual, which should be read before
attempting to use the NDI WAVE. htbpowever, this document goes beyond setting up the
NDI WAVE machine into setting up a full experiment recording lip, jaw, head motion, and
tongue articulometry.

2.1

Setting up tripod

When setting up the tripod, begin with the legs collapsed, and open the center supports a
reasonable amount, as seen in Subfigure 1(a). Then open the others the same amount.
To balance the tripod, work the device step-by-step:
• Adjust two of the legs supports more closed until you the level on the top of the tripod
has the water drop in the middle.
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(a) long leg

(b) short leg

Figure 1: Tripod supports

Figure 2: level indicator
See Subfigure 1(b) for an example. When the tripod is balanced, the level indicator will
have the bubble in the middle, like the one in Figure 2.
To raise the tripod to an adequate height:
• Drop the legs of the tripod until it is fully open, except for the bottom legs which can
be opened half-way.
• Check the level again to make sure it is OK.
See Figure 3 for leg controls.
• Attach the arm mount to the tripod.
• Attach the WAVE field generator to the custom arm’s mount-point.
• level the field generator.
The field generator is shown in Subfigure 4(a), and the arm mount is shown in Subfigure
4(b).
The field generator is mounted to the arm by screwing it into place, as seen in Figure 5.
It takes many turns and the screw tap should be tight when the task is complete. The field
generator must also be adjusted in such a way that the top is still level. Use a hand-level
and adjust the custom mounting arm as appropriate.
At this point, set aside the field generator’s connection until the NDI system control
units, audio, and controlling PC are connected together.
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•

The Field Generator should not be in the vicinity of any metal equipment or sources of
power within a radius of 1.0 m (with the Field Generator as the centre of this sphere).

2. Place or mount the Field Generator on a rigid support system that can carry the full weight of the
Field Generator and the Field Generator cable (2.8 kg). The support system must also be
designed to minimize vibrations, as vibrations may introduce measurement errors. The Field
Generator may be mounted in two ways (refer to Figure 2-1):
a) By means of four mounting holes, two on either side of the Field Generator. The holes are
M8 tapped, thread pitch 1.25 mm, depth 13 mm.
b) By means of a mounting point. The mounting point allows you to use an NDI-supplied Field
Generator Mounting Arm (P/N 8800728), to position the Field Generator in any direction,
in a manner that helps reduce its proximity to metal disturbances. For more information,
(a) open
(b) closed
contact NDI.

Figure 3: Leg controls
mounting point

M8 tapped holes (4)
(thread pitch 1.25 mm,
depth 13 mm)
(a) field generator

Figure 2-1 Field Generator - Mounting Options
3. Mount the Field Generator so that the measurement volume encompasses the area of interest
(area where the sensors will be tracked; refer to Figure 1-2 on page 3).
4. Orient the Field Generator so that the global coordinate system is positioned as shown in Figure
3-4 on page 21.
5. The Field Generator may be bagged or draped to fulfil sterility requirements.

.3

System Control Unit
1. Position the SCU(s) as follows, appropriate to the system configuration.
(b) arm mount

Note In this guide the SCUs are designated (1) and (2). SCU (1) is connected to the Field Generator
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Figure 4: Field generator and arm mount
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Figure 5: Field generator mounted

2.2

Connecting the WAVE machine

Connecting the WAVE machine involves many steps, and all of the required connections are
schematized in the WAVE control diagram seen in Figure 6.
•
•
•
•
•

Make sure that you have a PC with the NDI WaveFront software installed.
Plug the computer into a power bar.
Plug the power bar into a power source.
Stack the two system control units (SCU) on top of each other.
Plug the SCU units into the power bar, as seen in Subfigure 7(b).
– The bottom SCU unit is now SCU1, and the top SCU unit is now SCU2.

• Connect the synchronization cable to the two SCU units, as seen in Figure 7(a), such
that S1 is plugged into the bottom unit, and S2 is plugged into the top unit.
Do not hook up the two remaining empty ends as they are used only when the WAVE
machine is hooked up to an OptoTrak or Certus device.
Each SCU box has a male serial port under the synchronization port.
• Connect a cross-wired null-modem serial plug to the first SCU unit, as seen in Subfigure
8(a).
• Connect the other end to a serial to USB converter, as seen in Subfigure 8(b).
• Repeat for the second SCU unit.
• Connect the bottom SCU unit to a 1/8” audio jack, as seen in Subfigure 9(a).
• Connect the other end to the red connection of a 1/8” male audio jack to female
splitter, as seen in Subfigure 9(b).
• Connect the splitter to the computer, as seen in Subfigure 9(c).
• Connect the audio cable to the mixer, as seen in Subfigure 9(d).

• Connect an XLR audio to the mixer, and out to a microphone boom-stand.
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Figure 6: NDI WAVE control diagram

(a) SCU synchronization (b)
SCU
cord
cord/switch

power

Figure 7: SCU sync cord and power
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(a) SCU to serial cable

(b) serial cable to USB converter

Figure 8: SCU > serial cable > USB converter

(a) SCU to audio cable

(b) audio spliter

(c) red - audio to computer

(d) black - audio to mixer

Figure 9: Audio cable splitter - right to computer, left to mixer

Figure 10: XLR to microphone
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• Connect a short shotgun microphone to the other end of the XLR cable, as seen in
Figure 10.
htbpaving previously connected the field generator is mounted to the custom arm, it is
time to connect the field generator to the primary System Control Unit (SCU).
• Connect the field generator to the SCU, as in Figure 11.

Figure 11: Field generator to SCU connection
At this point, the NDI wave system is fully connected except for the sensors and the
sensor interface units.

2.3

Connecting the sensor interface units

Each SCU has four sensor interface units (SIU), which can connect to 2 5D sensors, or 1 6D
sensor (which is really just 2 5D sensors glued together and coordinated through software).
The SIU units (see Subfigure 12(a) are plugged into appropriate SCU’s. See Subfigure 12(b)
for a fully plugged in set of SCU’s.

(a) SIU

(b) SIU’s plugged in to SCU

Figure 12: SIUs and SCUs
SIU controllers can be connected to a 6D palate trace probe, a 6D sensor, or 2 5D sensors.
The probe is by far the easiest to connect. It is plugged directly into an SIU unit, and the
probe itself can be seen in Figure 13.
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Figure 13: Palate probe
2.3.1

Connecting 6D sensors

The 6D probe is essentially two 5D probes with different orientations connected together in
a fixed matrix. The Wavefront software then uses the information from the two 5D probes
to provide accurate 6D placement information. The 6D probe and orientations are seen in
Figure 14.

(a) 6D probe

(b) 6D probe closeup

Figure 14: 6D probe with closeup
To connect a 6D sensor (note - this procedures does not call for the use of 6D sensors at
all):
• Select an empty Wave connector plug.
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• Use a jeweler’s screwdriver to open the four wire holders
– This is done by turning the screw heads to the left until the screwdriver makes a
clicking sound.

Figure 15: screwdriver
You can see the screw heads on the right hand side of Subfigure 16(a). When all four
wire holders are open, the SIU plug head will look like the one in Subfigure 16(b).
• Connect the four wires from the 6D sensor, twisted pair.
– “1”, as seen in Subfigure 17(a) to the side marked “1”
– The other twisted pair to the side marked “2”.
The black wire connects to the inside, and the copper wire connect to the outside. For a
closeup of the twisted pair, see Subfigure 17(b).
Once the twisted pair are separated as seen in Subfigure 17(b) above, the wires should
be placed into the wire holders, as seen in Subfigure 18(a). To do so:
• Push the wires into the wire holders both at once
• Take the screwdriver and close the two connections.
Once complete, the connected wire setup will look like Figure 19 below.
2.3.2

Connecting a 5D sensor

Connecting a 5D sensor is less complicated because it uses only one twisted pair wire. The
setup is otherwise the same as a 6D sensor, but the pair is hooked up either to line “1” or
line “2”. Whichever line is chose, the black wire is placed on the inside, and the copper wire
on the outside. A 5D probe can be seen in Figure 20.
A connected 5D sensor can be seen in Figure 21.
And a wave connector wire with 2 5D sensors hooked up looks like the one in Figure 22.
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(a) Wave connector

(b) open plug

Figure 16: Wave connector

(a) side 1 twisted pair

(b) twisted pair closup

Figure 17: 6D wires and closup
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(a) 6D wires held in place

(b) 6D wires connected

Figure 18: 6D wires and closeup

Figure 19: Connected 6D wiring

Figure 20: 5D sensor
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(a) 5D sensor connected

(b) 5D sensor connected

Figure 21: Connected 5D wiring

Figure 22: wave connector with 2 5D sensors
2.3.3

Connecting the occlusal plane

In each experiment, one of the required tasks is identifying the closing, or occlusal plane of
the mouth along the midsagittal plane. This can be accomplished with 5D sensors, but is
most easily done with 3 5D sensors. They are attached to a protractor which guarantees
that the motion of the three sensors will fall along the same 2D plane. The sensors are taped
one to each corner of the protractor, and one at the front forming an isosceles triangle. The
entire setup (originally using 6D sensors) can be seen in Figure 23. It is *critical* that the
sensors be positioned to produce as perfect an isosceles triangle as possible - accurate to
within 1/2 mm is ideal.

Figure 23: 3 wave sensors attached to a protractor
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2.4

Test control cables

Testing each control cable involves plugging in the cable to an SIU, turning on the system
and computers and running a test experiment. The idea is to make sure that the probe,
6D sensor, or 2 5D sensors show up as red or green, as opposed to black, in the experiment
software when running. An illustration of the sensor color codes can be seen in Figure 24.

Figure 24: Sensors. Green = tracking, Red = not tracking, Black = improperly connected/not connected

2.5

Positioning and taping of sensors to holder

Make sure the SIU cables get attached to the SIU boxes and ordered from box 1 to box 7:
• Plug the SIU cables into SIU boxes.
• Take all the SIU cables and tape them to a ruler in order from box 1 to box 7.
– Leave box 8 for the 6D probe

2.6

Positioning the participants

When you seat the participant in a chair beside the field generator, check to make sure the
field generator is in the right position to capture head and vocal tract motion. This means
the jaw is in the center of the NDI WAVE box field.
• Adjust the height of the field generator using the tripod mast as appropriate. The
adjustment mechanism can be seen in Figure 25.

2.7

Attaching sensors

You can now move the participant as needed to make attaching the sensors easier. Begin by
taping the 5D sensors to the mastoids. It is important that the orientation of the 5D sensors
differ between the two ears, and that for one ear, the sensor point forward, with the wire
hanging out horizontally and posterior to the participant, as seen in Subfigure 26(a). The
other one should be in a different position, at least 90 degrees off the angle of the 5D sensor
on the left side, as seen in Subfigure 26(b). Therefore:
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Figure 25: Tripod arm lift
•
•
•
•

DISINFECT all sensor plastic covering again before beginning (alcohol wipes)
Tape a 5D sensor to the left mastoid, with wire pointing back.
Tape a 5D sensor to the right mastoid, with wire pointing down.
Securely tape wires to the shirt of the participant.

(a) left mastoid

(b) right mastoid

Figure 26: Mastoid sensors
Next:
• Tape a 5D sensor to the bridge of the nose
• Secure the taping on the forehead, as seen in Figure 27.
Note that the sensor wire points vertically. There is no specific reason for this except
comfort.
Now begins the first sensor attachment with glue. The procedure described involves 3
researchers, a primary who glues the sensor, a second who passes items to the primary, and
a third who records details. One 5D sensor is surgically glued using a chemical similar to
Krazy-glue, called “epiglu” to the upper lip, and another is surgically glued to the lower lip.
For a picture of the epiglu, see Figure 28
The procedure for taping sensors to the face is as follows:
• Primary and second: Scrub hands and put on a pair of latex gloves.
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Figure 27: 5D sensor taped to shoulder

Figure 28: Epiglu
• Below is an ideal procedure for near-sterile hand washing, but note that our environment will NEVER be sterile. Surgeons use more rigorous procedures, and have human
assistants that make sterilization possible.
As such, at no time should any of our equipment come in contact with blood from a
participant, nor should any of our equipment come in contact with any bodily fluid
from the researchers.
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Remove all jewelry from hands and arms.
Wash hands in a sink with warm water and antibacterial soap.
Scrub fingernails with nail file (if available), or as thoroughly as possible.
Scrub for at least 1 minute continuously, including each side of each finger, and
front and back of hand.
Scrub arms, keeping hands higher than the arms.
Rinse from fingertips to elbow.
Dry hands with a sterile towel.
htbpave someone else turn off the water, or use a sterile paper towel to do so.
Put the gloves on, making sure that you cover any hand with minor injuries/cuts
first. Do not act as primary if your hands have any serious wounds, or if both
hands have minor injuries.

• Second: Unwrap and wipe the 5D sensor with an alcohol wipe.
• Primary: htbpold the 5D sensor in a fixed position between a pair of tweezers.
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•
•
•
•

Second: Uncap the surgical glue and pour a drop into the tiny dispenser cup.
Second: Pipette some of the glue from the dispenser cup into the pipette.
Second: htbpand the pipette to the primary.
Primary: Use the pipette to put a drop of glue on the side of the sensor, making sure
to avoid being near the participant or clothing.
– Make sure the glue is on the sensor side that will face the participant when the
sensor is attached to the face with the wire hanging horizontally facing left.

• Primary: Place the sensor against the midsagittal line of upper edge of the vermillion
border of the upper lip by grabbing the latex wrapped line and putting the sensor in
place.
• Second: Pass the primary a freshly unwrapped tongue depressor.
• Primary: htbpold the sensor in place tightly by pressing a tongue depressor against
the sensor for 60 seconds.
• Second: Pass the primary a second freshly unwrapped tongue depressor.
• Primary: Push the second tongue depressor against the wrapped wire adjacent to the
sensor so that the first tongue depressor can be removed without risk of ripping the
sensor off the face.
• Primary: Remove the second tongue depressor gently.
• Second: Pass the primary a small and piece of micropore tape.
• Primary: Tape the sensor to the lip with micropore tape.
• Second: Pass the primary a larger piece of 3M transpore tape.
• Primary: Cover the micropore tape with the 3M transpore tape.
• Primary: Tape the sensor line to the face making sure that the speaker has full range
of motion of their face.
– Secondary: Confirm by getting the participant to say ”ah” and ”oh”.
• Third: Take a photo of the result.
• Third: Mark the number of each sensor, and the sensor’s location, in the lab book.
• ALL: repeat but with the lower lip.
The results can be seen in Figure 29.
By far the most difficult part is to glue the sensors to the tongue and gums. This part
requires the research participant to help. The tweezers needed can be seen in Figure 30.
The procedure is as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Second: Pass the participant a piece of paper-towel.
Participant: Pull your tongue out gently, far enough to see the dorsum of the tongue.
Second: Tell the participant if they have pulled the tongue out enough.
Second: Pat the tongue with alcohol mouthwash to facilitate drying.
Wait until the tongue dries a bit - instruct participant to keep mouth open.
Second: Finish drying the tongue with a dry paper towel.
Second: Pass the primary a pipette full of glue (use the procedure above)
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(a) Lip taped

(b) Face taped

Figure 29: 5D sensors glued and taped to face

(a) Tweezers - top view

(b) Tweezers - side view

Figure 30: Tweezers
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• Primary: Glues one end of a 5D sensor such that the glued side touches the tongue
when the sensor is placed in the mouth with the wire handing out horizontally to the
left.
• Primary: Placed the sensor on the tongue by handling the coated wire and using the
stiffness to hold the wire in place. Select a location along the midsagittal plane similar
to the backmost location seen in Figure 31.
• Second: htbpand the primary a fresh tongue depressor.
• Primary: Press the sensor into the tongue with the tongue depressor.
• Primary: htbpold the tongue depressor in place for 10 seconds.
• Secondary: htbpand the primary another tongue depressor.
• Primary: Use the tongue depressor to push on the coated wire.
• Primary: Remove the first tongue depressor gently so as not to rip the sensor off the
tongue.
• Third: Mark the number of each sensor, and the sensor’s location, in the lab book.
The team moves to the next sensor closer to the tongue tip, and finally to the tongue tip
sensor, positions as seen in Figure 31.

Figure 31: 3 5D tongue sensors - note the image is taken after ketac is applied
The next step is to ketac the tongue sensors into place. Ketac is a dental glue that comes
as a separated binary epoxy. The dry powder needs to be mixed with the wet part in order
to form a paste. The ketac is mixed with a mini spatula-like utensil, utensils for which are
in Figure 32
(a) (b)
spatKeula tac

Figure 32: Ketac and spatula
• Primary: Take the small ketac spoon and spoon out a level spoonful onto your flat
glass or ceramic surface.
• Primary: Add 2 drops of the wet part (to make it dry and harden faster)
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• Primary: Take the mini-spatula and mix together, making sure not to waste even a
speck of the dry stuff.
• Primary: Stir rapidly, as seen at the URL below:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Evu_IU57PPc
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Second: Pass the participant a piece of paper-towel.
Participant: Pull your tongue out gently, far enough to see the dorsum of the tongue.
Second: Tell the participant if they have pulled the tongue out enough.
Second: Pat the tongue with alcohol mouthwash to facilitate drying.
Wait until the tongue dries a bit - instruct participant to keep mouth open.
Second: Finish drying the tongue with a dry paper towel.
Second: Pass the primary some ketac on the mini-spatula.
Primary: Paste the back sensor along the edges to make sure the ketac attaches to
both the sensor and the tongue, see Figure 33.
• Primary: Waite 90 seconds.
• Second: Pass the primary a fresh tongue depressor.
• Primary: Touch the ketac with a tongue depressor - it it sticks, wait 15 more seconds,
repeat until ketac does not dab off.

Figure 33: Ketac applied on tongue
Repeat for the other tongue sensors, back to front.
2.7.1

Lower gum beside the frenulum

Lastly, the team also places a sensor on the gums of the lower jaw to one side of the frenulum
just under the bottom incisors. To do this, follow this procedure:
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• Follow all the procedures for the tongue sensors above, except place the sensor on the
gums under the front incisors, adjacent the lower lip frenulum.
• To dry the location, use a cotton tube on the opposite side of the face to keep saliva
from leaking into the site.
• Dry thoroughly but gently, the frenulum is sensitive and this part is the most prone to
producing discomfort.
• Once dry, have the participant close their eyes.
• Add one more drop of surgical glue to the sensor hold it in place - do NOT splash the
glue on the teeth or upper gums.
• Once done, tell the participant they can open their eyes.
• Take a photo of the result.

2.8

Complete setup

Once the participant is fully attached to the NDI wave machine, they must be placed in
position:
• Participant: carefully rotate chair facing the computer screen used for stimuli presentation.
– The distance of the screen should be 100-120 cm away from the participant and
directly in front andwith the top of the screen at the height of the top of the eyes.
• Place the microphone should be 30-60 cm away from the participant, above their line
of sight but aimed directly at their mouth.
• Move the NDI Wave field generator until the participant’s head is within the field of
the NDI wave machine so that all of the sensors are as close to the center of the NDI
field as possible.
• Watch the WaveFront software screen and look at all angles!
• Place a cup of water on the bench holding the monitor.
The entire setup looks like that in Figure 34.
Note: There should always be a small cup of water near the participant, and the participant should be offered a drink regularly through the experiment so they don’t feel thirsty.
But not too much water for obvious reasons!

3

Running the experiment

Each experiment requires these parts:
•
•
•
•

Participant setup
Balance audio
Run experiment
Palate trace
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(a) Side

(b) Front

(c) Isometric view with microphone

Figure 34: Position of MDI WAVE operator, participant, and stimuli presentation screen
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• Occlusal plane recording
• Participant disconnect
• Cleanup
To test connections and/or run an experiment, follow the procedure below.
• Turn on the system controlling computer.
• Turn on both SCU’s - you will hear a double beep from each SCU.
• Start WaveFront software.
– It will then produce a popup with the “connect all sensors” warning.
– If everything is set up right, you will hear four beeps, two from each SCU.
• ID your wave type - The one at MARCS is a 300 mm cube type.
• ID your probe types (5D or 6D).
– If 6D, click ..., select your probe type.
– NDI probe or sensor.
• Create an appropriate directory for your participant.
– i.e. Year (YYYY MM DD) Age (NN) Gender (F/M, etc...) Subject number (N)
– e.g. 2012 10 18 20 M 1
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3.1

Name your test session “test”.
Name your actual experiment sessions “run”.
Name your occlusal sessions “occlusal”.
Name your trace sessions “trace”.
Select your save directory.
Start the session.
LOOK to your left, select your collect times based on your experiment design.
Start recording when participant is ready.
Repeat as needed throughout the experiment

Balancing audio

At the beginning of the experiment, it is important to make sure that the gain on the
microphone is set appropriately to the speech volume of the speaker. To do this, make a
recording through an experiment test, and then follow this procedure.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Make your 10 second audio recording in the “test” session.
Open the audio file (found in the directory you chose above).
Examine the audio for clipping or too little gain.
Adjust the gain on the mixer as appropriate.
Repeat the test until the audio gain is appropriately loud, but without clipping.
You can also use this time to test other audio like that used in a DMDX system. Follow
your established procedures for this test.
• Check to make sure that data is saved from NDI wave (tsv file) by opening in notepad.
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3.2

Main experiment

Make sure to run all of your main experiment, using whatever procedures you have agreed
on and defined in advance. Experiments should be saved in a “run” file, or given a name
unique to the experiment.

3.3

Palate trace

The procedure for recording the location of the palate involves three types of traces, a
midsagittal trace, a coronal trace, and a zig-zag trace. An example of the midsagittal trace
can be seen in Figure 35. To do the trace, follow this procedure:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Make sure the palate probe is plugged into one of the SIU boxes.
Start an experiment run with the name “trace”
Record the palate trace type (midsagittal, coronal, zig-zag) in the log
Instruct the participant to put the palate tracer as far back in their throat as possible,
along the midsagittal plane.
Instruct them to trace the palate tip forward along the palate to the tips of the front
teeth, and then hold the probe in place.
Repeat this trace twice more.
Instruct the participant to put the palate tracer near the tip of the right incisor.
Instruct them to trace the palate coronally to the tip of the left incisor.
Repeat this trace twice more.
Instruct the participant to put the palate at the back of the throat.
Instruct them to trace zig-zag patterns along the palate.
Repeat this trace twice more.

Figure 35: Participant with palate probe held in the mouth for midsagittal trace
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3.4

occlusal plane

The procedure for recording the occlusal plane of a given speaker is extremely important to
the experiment because it provide a way of making sure that the view of the head is aligned
along the midsagittal plane, with the head facing horizontally. It therefore makes it easier
to visualize, understand what the results mean, and compare results across participants.
the procedure begins with placing 3 6D sensors on a flat surface such that the sensors form
an isoscelese triangle, as discussed in Subsection 2.3.3 above. htbpaving build the occlusal
plane, your next tasks are described below:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Make sure the experiment software is closed gracefully.
Plug the occlusal plane into the last three SIU’s.
Restart the NDI wave software, starting an experiment with the name“occlusal”
For each run including the test, record the occlusal trace type in the lob.
Run a test to make sure all the sensors light properly - fix attachments if necessary.
Stop the NDI wave software.
Get the participant to put the protractor in their mouth, midline, as seen in Figure
36.
Tell the participant to hold steady for the duration of the run.
Start the NDI wave software.
Inform the participant of the start of recording.
Inform the participant of the end of recording.
Repeat 3 more times.
Repeat this procedure 3 more times, getting the participant to wag their head gently
during the recording.
Repeat this procedure 3 more times, getting the participant to wag their head in bigger
motions.

Figure 36: Participant with occlusal plane held in the mouth
This concludes the recording phase of the experiment. The next part is disassembly and
cleanup.
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4

Disassembly and Cleanup

At this point, your participant is probably tired and wants to be let out of the machine. Your
task is to get them unattached without damaging the 6D sensors (which will be washed,
sterilized, and reused). The procedure for doing this is as follows.
• Primary: Take the protractor from the participant, and carefully unplug it from the
SIU units without tangling the twisted pair wires.
• Second: Thoroughly disinfect the protractor and sensors with alcohol wipes.
• Second: begin wrapping one of the sensor’s twisted-pair wires up in a coil, making sure
not to put kinks in the wires.
• Second: Tie the wrapped wires together with a twist-tie to prevent unravelling.
• Second: Repeat for the other two sensors.
• Second: Place the thoroughly cleaned protractor set in the box.
• Primary: Remove the tape from the right mastoid sensor.
• Primary: wrap the wire in a coil, making sure not to put kinks in the wires.
• Primary: Unplug the wrapped from the SIU unit without tangling the twisted-pair
wires.
• Primary: repeat for the left mastoid sensor.
• Primary: repeat for the nasion sensor
– 5D sensors can be disposed or disinfected and used for training, but except for
the protractor, they cannot be used for experiments again.
– If disinfected, place in the used sensor bag for training.
At this point, you have removed all the easy-to-remove sensors and wrapped them up for
future use. Now the lip and tongue sensors need to be removed, and these ones require more
care. Most of this procedure is actually done by the participant. They know best how their
body responds to negative stimuli.
• Primary: Ask the participant to remove the tape from the upper lip sensor.
• Primary: Now ask the participant to peel the sensor off their face.
– Suggest that the sensor is round and can be rolled off slowly.
– htbpowever, the sensor should be removed in whatever manner is most tolerable
to the participant.
• Primary: take the removed sensor from the participant, untape the shoulder place the
sensor to the side.
• Repeat with the lower lip sensor.
The last four sensors are inside the participant’s vocal tract, and are the most difficult
to remove (unless they are coming loose). It is important to minimize discomfort for the
participant during this phase, so tell them to take their time, and answer their questions
with speed and kindness.
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• Primary: Get the participant to remove the backmost (tongue dorsum) sensor.
– One way to help remove the sensor is to pull on it while rolling the tongue.
– Pulling slowly but firmly helps the sensor come undone with a minimum of mucosa
pulling.
– If the sensor is firmly attached, get the participant to stop for a while, and move
to the next one.
• Repeat for the tongue blade sensor.
• Repeat for the tongue tip sensor.
• Repeat for the lower incisor.
– For the lower incisor, instruct the participant to be very gentle as this sensor can
pull and tear on the gum.
– This sensor’s glue also degrades with saliva, so time or eating may will help if it
is still stuck on.
• If the participant is having difficulty removing any of the sensors, remove the sensors
from the SIU plugs but tell the participant to move on to another sensor.
• If any sensors are still stuck on, or any ketac remains on the tongue, give the participant
coca-cola to swish in the mouth
– Coca-cola will help remove the Epiglu bond from the tongue and gums.
The participant is now free and can get out of the chair, ask questions, be paid and
depart at their leisure.

4.1

Backing up recordings

At this point all the data should be recorded, and all the key points of the experiment
recorded in the pilot’s checklist and log book. It is now time to back-up all the recorded
data and distribute it to the people who were running the experiment.
• Copy data to your portable drive.
– This includes NDI data AND any other recordings or response time data you
collected.
• Distribute the data to each person in the experiment research group
• Put a copy in the relevant dropbox folder (MISPL as of document creation time)

4.2

Cleanup

At this point you have already begun cleanup, including disinfecting the occlusal plane
protractor and all the 6D sensors and putting them away. htbpowever the rest of the area
needs cleaning. The procedure is as follows:
• Dispose of all the remaining used 5D sensors in the trash.
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• Thoroughly disinfect the entire surface of the sensor preparation table with alcohol
wipes.
• Wash the tweezers, spatula, and mixing plate.
• Disinfect tweezers, spatula, and mixing plate with alcohol.
• Disinfect the palate probe with alcohol wipes, including all the black surfaces and down
the gray connecting wire.
• Clean up all remaining messes in the lab, vacuum if necessary.
You are now done the main data collection phase for this run. Next you will need to
begin data analysis as soon as you can get the chance.

5

Analysis

Beginning with the raw data from the experiment files and the EMA recordings:

5.1

htbpead correction

Once data has been collected, it is important to run head correction on the data itself. The
matlab programs are in the folder “head correction”, but they also need 4 .csv files populated
with appropriate details to run correctly. That is because the head correction program needs
to know the details of research subject ID’s where the palate, occlusal, and experiment data
is stored, which sensors were attached to which parts of the body, and in some cases which
parts of the palate trace were most informative.
5.1.1

subject path.csv

Subject path.csv contains the subject ID, the path to the occlusal data, and the path to the
trace data. Add the appropriate information for each subject in your experiment.

5.1.2

subject details.csv

Subject details.csv contains the relationships between subjects, what was measured, and
which sensor did the measuring. These are itemized and detailed as follows, and should be
filled in with the correct nubmer data.
subject
{subject ID}
Subject ID.
rightMastoid
{number, -1 for unused}
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Sensor number used for the right mastoid.
leftMastoid
{number, -1 for unused}
Sensor number used for the left mastoid.
nasion
{number, -1 for unused}
Sensor number used for the nasion.
tongueRoot
{number, -1 for unused}
Sensor number for the tongue root.
tongueDorsum
{number, -1 for unused}
Sensor number for the tongue dorsum.
TongueBlade
{number, -1 for unused}
Sensor number for the tongue blade.
TongueTip
{number, -1 for unused}
Sensor number for the tongue tip.
upperIncisor
{number, -1 for unused}
Sensor number for the upper incisor
lowerIncisor
{number, -1 for unused}
Sensor number for the lower incisor.
upperLip
{number, -1 for unused}
Sensor number for the upper lip.
lowerLip
{number, -1 for unused}
Sensor number for the lower lip
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rightOcclusal
{number, -1 for unused}
Sensor number for the sensor on the right hand side of the occlusal plane - subject perspective.
leftOcclusal
{number, -1 for unused}
Sensor number for the sensor on the left hand side of the occlusal plane - subject perspective.
frontOcclusal
{number, -1 for unused}
Sensor number for the sensor on the front of the occlusal plane - subject perspective.
palateTrace
{number, -1 for unused}
Sensor number for the first sensor of the palate probe.
palateStart
{palate start time=0}
Number for the first used data point of the palate measurement (suggest 0 = 0 seconds
in at 100 htbpz)
palateEnd
{palate end time=10000}
Number for the last used data point of the palate measurement (suggest 10000 = 10
seconds in at 100 htbpz)
occlusal
{occlusal path}
Path to the occlusal plane recording to be used for head correction.
palate
{palate path}
Path to the palate recording to be used for the palate trace.

5.1.3

subject sensors.csv

Subject sensors.csv contains the sensor number and filter information needed to do
{right mastoid #}
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NDI wave sensor number used for recording the motion of the skin covering the right
mastoid.
{left mastoid #}
NDI wave sensor number used for recording the motion of the skin covering the left mastoid.
{nasion #}
NDI wave sensor number used for recording the motion of the skin covering the nasion.
{tongue root #}
NDI wave sensor number used for recording the motion of the sensor placed furthest back
along the tongue in experiments with 4 sensors on the tongue.
{tongue dorsum #}
NDI wave sensor number used for recording the motion of the sensor placed furthest back
along the tongue in experiments with only 3 sensors on the tongue.
{tongue blade #}
NDI wave sensor number used for recording the motion of the sensor placed in the middle
of the tongue in experiments with only 3 sensors on the tongue.
{tongue tip #}
NDI wave sensor number used for recording the motion of the sensor placed at the front
of the tongue in experiments with only 3 sensors on the tongue.
{upper incisor #}
NDI wave sensor number used for recording the motion of the sensor placed near the
midsagittal line on the gum above the upper incisor.
{lower incisor #}
NDI wave sensor number used for recording the motion of the sensor placed near the
midsagittal line on the gum above the lower incisor.
{upper lip #}
NDI wave sensor number used for recording the motion of the sensor placed along the
midsagittal line of the upper lip.
{lower lip #}
NDI wave sensor number used for recording the motion of the sensor placed along the
midsagittal line of the lower lip.
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{right occlusal #}
NDI wave sensor number used for recording the motion of the right side of the occlusal
plane.
{left occlusal #}
NDI wave sensor number used for recording the motion of the left side of the occlusal
plane.
{front occlusal #}
NDI wave sensor number used for recording the motion of the front of the occlusal plane.
{palate trace #}
NDI wave sensor number used for recording the motion palate trace. Remember that the
6D palate trace uses two numbers, and this should be the lowest of the two.
{palate start=0}
The beginning point of any used palate traces - in case the participant does not start a
palate trace at the correct location.
{palate end=10000}
The end point of any used palate traces - in case the participant pulls the palate probe
out of their mouth.
{ceiling window flag=1}
This should always be 1. It indicates that palate traces are based on highest position
post-head rotation.
{ceiling window length=0.1}
This provides the window length for the ceiling test. Numbers above 0.1 allow reconstruction of a poorly-made palate trace.
{low pass flag=1}
This applies a low-pass filter to the palate trace.
{low pass htbpz = 0.125}
This filters out any data - 0.125 appears to produce the best result.
{percent back cutoff=8}
This allows removal of portions of the trace that are damaged by the filter.
{percent front cutoff =10}
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This allows removal of portions of the trace that are damaged by the filter.

5.1.4

participant .csv files

For each subject you will need a .csv file with the same name as the subject ID. Within that
file is a list of all the experimental run paths, {path to wave file}, and all the names you
want to give to those experiment files {experiment name}. The file subject data files.csv
provides a template for these .csv files.
5.1.5

performing head correction

Once these files are are built, it is time to do head correction. Open {control all.m} in the
head correction directory, and change the path variable as appropriate to the file structure
you created. Then run head correction and examine results in mview. Fix any mistakes you
made in your .csv files to make sure head correction looks correct.
Once head correction is complete, you will have files in a directory called ”Processed”,
and in a directory called ”Residuals”. You can load and plot residual data to make sure
nothing is wildly wrong with the data. Generally residuals should be about 0.5 mm or less,
with very few cases of values spiking outside those ranges. The head corrected data should
look like typical EMA data, with the tongue tip on the right-hand side.

5.2

Data chunking

The head corrected data with palate traces can now be used for a variety of purposes, but
for most measurement tasks, it can be improved considerably again. To do so, the following
tasks should be completed.
• Name the signals appropriately (tip,blade, etc)
• Throw out the mastoids and nasion signals
• Calculate lip aperture and add it to the mix
• fix NaNs
• Low pass filter the data to take out the high frequency noise
• Match EMA output to experiment files (i.e. DMDX) for proper token labeling
• Load arbitrary-length manageable chunks for viewing data in mview
These are all accomplished using a couple of computer programs.
[data,palate] = load mview interval(’mview data file’,[(offset + begin) (offset+ end)],2
,2);
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• Make measurements in mview
• Save to a cvs file (for excel or R use)
• Fix any labeling in cvs files that cannot be addressed in mview
• Run statistical analysis on the data as appropriate

6

Analysis - appendix

In order to analyze the data you recorded, you must first understand how the data was
recorded by looking at the raw data in a spreadsheet. You start by checking to see if there
was a reference sensor set. You can tell because NDI puts a full header ONLY if there was
a reference sensor. Next you look at the headers:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

audioTimes[s] - relative to the audio signal.
MeasID - token number.
WavID - unknown field.
Sensor X ID - Sensor box and id (6D’s take up 2 spaces). These numbers are base 0,
but the numbers on the machine are base 1.
Sensor X Status - 55 if the recording status was OK.
X[mm] - X position (absolute position within the field) - see Figure 37.
Y[mm] - Y position (absolute position within the field).
Z[mm] - Z position (absolute position within the field).
Q0 - Quaternion 0.
Qx - Quaternion x.
Qy - Quaternion y.
Qz - Quaternion z.

Quaternions are 4 dimensional with three imaginary numbers embedded within their own
non-commutative algebra. They are not easy to understand, but if you want to study them,
read Quaternions and rotation sequences. A short article of the same name can be found in
the procedure folder.
To look at the raw data in mview, a matlab tool used for this type of research, please
open matlab and open the software found in the path below:
MISPL/software/view_raw.m
Change the paths at the top of the file to the ones appropriate for your machine, and
change the “source” to the wave data you want to see. Then run the program and look at
the data in mview. After that you can see how the data looks. Mview will even attach a
spline to the tongue data and it should look reasonably appropriate, if jittery.
**** mview procedure ***
To correct for head motion, follow this procedure
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Figure 37: Field generator coordinate system
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Figure 38: Field generator and occlusal plane
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*** procedure ***
To add a palate the the data, follow this procedure
*** add palate ***
To do basic analyses, follow these procedures
*** add analysis procedures ***
EOF
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